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Our  Services
& Technology

About Us

CHC (Chuen Huah Chemical Co., Ltd.) has 

been established in Taiwan since 1987. 

Over the past 32 years, we always commit 

in advanced chemical development and 

manufacturing. 

CHC currently has four production sites 

and serves customers more than 30 

countries. We target to create technological 

solutions that lead to process improvement 

and efficient production for our clients.

Corrugated Industry

CHC has provided effective bonding 

solutions and coating materials to corru-

gated industry for over 30 years. We not 

only offer reliable starch formulation 

knowledge and performance aids, but also 

comprehensive advices on the entire 

corrugating process to customers. In 

recent 12 years, CHC successfully 

develops the most advanced starch 

mixing systems and has more than 500 

installations globally. CHC is a company 

always committed to creating innovative 

and sustainable solutions to meet highly 

diverse needs from corrugated industry.
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Auto Starch Mixing System

CHC engineer team successfully integrates an ultra shear mixer, together with VFD control and 

inline viscometer, to build a fully automatic starch kitchen system. This advanced technology not 

only offers the access to multi mixing processes, including Hybrid, Stein Hall, and No Carrier, but 

also very flexible and reliable formulation capability. The operators are able to formulate the optimal 

ratios of gelled starch and partially swollen starch granules, at highly stable viscosity, consistent gel 

temperature, and excellent penetration ability to meet the most demanding bonding requirements. 

Low Gel Temp Remote Computer

Recycle Wash Water

Inline Viscometer

High Shear

Speed Adjustment
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CHC introduces a new technology to process starch adhesive of a higher level of uniformity.

When dry starch is continuously added into viscous fluid, starch powder has a tendency to form 

agglomerates. The starch agglomeration is negative to adhesive viscosity stability and bonding 

performance in corrugator applications. In order to overcome this unfavorable phenomenon, CHC 

successfully integrates an ultra high speed motor with the VFD control system and special tank 

geometry to reach very powerful mechanical shear effect. The high shear action of CHC main 

mixer rapidly disperses starch agglomerates, progressively reduces particle size and exposes the 

maximum surface area of starch granules to the surrounding water medium. The resultant 

starch adhesive performs excellent penetration ability, viscosity stability and bonding strength with 

paper fibers.

Ultra Powerful
Dispersion

CHC main mixer motor rotation speed is 

controlled by an inverter system. According 

to different mixing technology, formulation 

settings, and processing stages, the 

agitation speed and mixing efficiency is 

able adjusted and optimized. 

A homogenous and uniform starch adhe-

sive is prepared in very short batch time.



Premium Component
Selection

In order to make sure CHC starch kitchen system stability and service life, we only use premium 

electric and pneumatic components to build our control panel for Hybrid-Mix. CHC control systems 

are compliant with UL and CE certifications. 

In addition, the main mixer module, structural frame, dry powder addition system, and control panel 

are built of stainless steel material (SUS304) to reach the highest quality standard. 








